
“Designing the Wrap Lounge Chair, we had the image of a 
lounge chair with a soft blanket simply draped around its ample 
silhouette in mind, playing with models and prototypes to find a 
fluid way of incarnating this idea. We were driven by the idea of 
creating a really snug chair with an enveloping feel and 
generous proportions that don’t feel chunky.” 
 
  — Normal Studio

Designed by Normal Studio

About the designer Normal Studio is a Paris-based design studio, founded in 2006 by Jean-Franois Dingjian and Eloi 
Chafa. In their work, the duo attempts to promote elementary design that goes beyond trends and 
fads to create objects that will have a longstanding lifespan through timeless expressions. Designs 
by Normal Studio are part of the permanent collection of Paris’ Musée des Arts Décoratifs and 
featured in various contemporary art foundations throughout France.

Environment Indoor

Country of Production Poland

Preassembled Yes

Description Wrap is a soft Lounge Chair with a blanket-like textile wrapped around its shell, allowing a deep 
sense of comfort with a strong sense of character. While its design is guided by the search for 
ultimate comfort, its generous shape is supported by a light steel frame creating a contrasting image 
of airy lightness. The draped upholstery is a result of extensive research and development as well as 
craftsmanship and knowhow. The Wrap Lounge Chair is simple, yet refined, combining a sense of 
ease with a strong design language. 

Material Seat made of pressed felt with steel reinforcement. Wrap Lounge Chair’s shell is clad with multiple 
layers of foam and wadding and finished with textile upholstery. Upholstered in high-quality textiles 
from Kvadrat and Rohleder. Tube base in powder coated steel with plastic gliders. 

Cleaning & Care Textile: For general care we recommend a gentle vacuum cleaning between the seat and armrest or 
backrest. In case of stains, we generally recommend removing non-greasy stains by carefully 
dabbing with a lint-free cloth or sponge wrung out in clean warm water. If necessary, clean by 
dabbing with soapy water made with a little dish soap. Finally, dab the surface with clean water. We 
highly recommend that you go to kvadrat.dk for further cleaning and maintenance instructions for 
your chosen textile, as the cleaning methods may vary from one textile to another.   
 
Base: Clean with a moist cloth. If necessary, use a little dish soap on the cloth.
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Dimensions Height:
Width:
Depth:
Seat Height:
Seat Depth:
Armrest Height:

81,5 cm / 32"
91,3 cm / 36"
91 cm / 35.8"
44,5 cm / 17.5"
54 cm / 21.3"
59,5 cm / 23.4"

Ready-to-ship
Ecriture 240/Grey
Sabi 151/Black

Made-to-order This product can be upholstered in the following textiles: Acca, Balder, Beck, Canvas, Clara, Clay, 
Colline, Divina, Divina MD, Divina Melange, Ecriture, Fiord, Hallingdal, Hearth, Hero, Ocean, 
Planum, Remix, Re-wool, Sabi, Steelcut, Steelcut Trio, Twill Weave, Vidar 
 
Made-to-order textiles with option of Black or Grey base.

Upholstery 
consumption for 
customers' own 
material

Textile Upholstery: 3,9 m / 4.27 yds

Tests, Labels & 
Certifications Eco-Labels & Certificates VOC — Bifma X 7.1

VOC — CDPH 01350

Strength, Durability & 
Stability

BIFMA X5.4 — Lounge & Public Seating
EN 16139-L2 Furniture
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